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I. INTRODUCTION 

Diabetes mellitus is currently classified into three large 
categories: (1) insulin-dependent diabetes (Type 1) ; (2) noninsulin
dependent diabetes (Type 2) and (3) secondary diabetes. In the United 
States the overall prevalence of the disease is probably around 17. of 
the population despite estimates of 5% by the National Diabetes Advisory 
Board and other diabetes-related groups (1). Obviously certain subsets 
have much higher prevalence; e.g., 50-70% of Pima Indians above the age 
of 65 have diabetes . The prevalence of insulin-dependent diabetes has 
been estimated to be 0 . 25% in the United States and western Europe, a 
figure based on symptomatic disease identified by t he age of 20. As 
will be noted below, a significant number of patients initially 
characterized as having noninsulin-dependent disease with onset in the 
middle years probably have a late-appearing variant of insulin-dependent 
diabetes. It is possible, therefore, that the general rule of one Type 
1 patient for every three to four Type 2 patients may have to be revised 
upward. 

Today 's subject has been reviewed in these rounds in 1982 and 1984 
but sufficient progress has been made to warrant an update . Advances in 
Type 2 disease, though steady, have been less illuminati ng. I plan to 
cover current understanding of the pathophys i ology of Type 1 diabetes 
and then draw s ome clinical implications. The findings are of intrinsic 
scientific interest and may be applicable t o a broad array of other 
autoimmune diseases. In addition, because diabetes is associated with a 
devastating array of complicat ions that continue unabated despite the 
availability of insulin (2) , there is great pressure to prevent or cure 
the disease. 

1. Foster DW. Diabetes mellitus. In The Metabolic Basis of Inherited 
Disease , 5th edition, JB Stanbury , JB Wyngaarden, DS Fredrickson, 
JL Goldstein , MS Brown (eds). New York, McGraw-Hill, 1983. pp 
99-117. 

2. Unger RH, Foster DW. Diabetes mellitus. In Williams Textbook of 
Endocrinolo gy, 7th edition, JD Wilson, DW Foster (eds). 
Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders , 1985, pp 1018-1080. 

II. Pathogenesis 

1. Overview 
A current overview of the pathogenesis of Type 1 diabetes is shown 

in Table 1. Accor ding to this view susceptibility is genetically 
determined with the primary clinical markers being the presence of HLA 
DR3, DR4 or the DR3/DR4 heterozygous state . It is presumed that in most 
cases some environmental event initiates the destructive process, with 
primary attention focused on viruses as the trigger. The need for an 
environmental "trigger" primar1J..y devolves from studies of concordance 
in identical twins which indicate that if one t win has diabe tes the 
other develops the disease less than 50% of the time . 
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Table 1 

The pathogenesis of Type 1 diabetes mellitus 

Genetic susceptibility 
~ 

Environmental event 
~ 

Activation of autoimmunity 
+ 

Insulitis 

~ 

Immune attack on beta cells 

~ 

Diabetes 

HLA DR3, DR4 (other genes?) 

Virus (?) 

Self ~ nonself transition 

Infiltration of activated 
T lymphocytes 

Islet cell antibodies, cell 
mediated immunity 

> 90% beta cells destroyed 
(alpha cells unopposed) 

The critical issue appears to be activation of the immune system whereby 
both humoral and cytotoxic attack on the beta cells is initiated. 
Presumably some sort of self ~ nonself transition is involved. A common 
(invariant?) accompaniment of the process is the development of 
insulitis, an infiltration of activated T lymphocytes in the islets. 
With time the beta cell population is essentially completely destroyed 
(> 90%) with the consequence that alpha cells are derepressed, 
overproducing glucagon (see Table 2). The elevated glucagon/insulin 
ratio then results in hyperglycemia and/or ketoacidosis. 

Table 2 

Table COMPARISON OF PANCREATIC WEIGHT AND MASS OF ENDOCRINE CELLS AT AUTOPSY 

Weight of Total Masa of 
Pancreatic Endocrine Cella (mg) 

Total Endocrine 
Pancreatic Weight Component 

(Mean and Range, g) (mg) 13 Q & pp 

Normals 82 (67-110) 1395 850 225 125 190 0 .26 

Type 1 40 (2&-51) 413 0 150 90 185 
lOOM 

Type 2 73 (55-100) 1449 825 375 100 180 0.45 
NIDDM 

Data from Rahier J, at al.: Cellular compos•tiOn of the human diabetic pancreu. Diabetolog•a 1983: 24:366-371 . Mass of endoonne 
cells was estimated from Figure 3 of the cited reference and should be considered approximate. 

Several recent reviews cover the above points (3-5). 

3. Lernmark A. Molecular biology of Type 1 (insulin-dependent) 
diabetes mellitus. Diabetologia 1985; 28:195-203. 

4. Eisenbarth GS. Type 1 diabetes mellitus. A chronic autoimmune 
disease. N Engl J Med 1986; 314:1360-1368. 

5. Bottazzo GF. Death of a beta cell: homicide or suicide? Diabetic 
Med 1986; 3:119-130. 
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2. Review of the immune system and terminology 
A skeletal overview of the immune system and the HLA D region wi ll 

be presented first. A minimum unders tanding of both systems is required 
for what follows. 

a. The immune system. A schematic view of the immune system is 
shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 
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(From: BF Haynes, AS Fauci. I ntroduction to clinical immu~ology. 
In Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine, 11th edition . E 
Braunwald, KJ Isselbacher, RG Petersdorf, JD Wilson, JB Martin, AS 
Fauci (eds). New York, McGraw-Hill, 1987, pp 328-337.) 

Two functional arms develop from a primordial stem cell: the T 
lymphocyte system (responsible for cell-mediated immunity and 
immunoregulation) and the B lymphocyte system ( responsible for humoral 
immunity) (6) . The effector T cell mediates graft rejection, graft 
versus host reaction, delayed hypersensitivity and granuloma formation. 
The B cell matures to a plasma cell and produces antibodies. The other 
important cells are: 
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Macrophages. Macrophages are present in both blood and tissues. 
In tissues they derive from circulating macrocytes. They are the 
monocytes primary antigen presenting cells that interact with the helper 
T cell to activate an immune response. They also produce interleukin 1 
(IL-l), a regulatory lymphokine, and carry out bacteriocidal, 
tumoricidal and (occasionally) cytotoxi c functions. Macrophages express 
class II HLA molecules constitutively. 

Helper/Inducer T cells . These regulatory T lymphocytes normally 
enhance the immune response. They are usually defined by the presence 
of CD4 (T4, OKT4) antigen on the surface of the cell as determined by 
monoclonal antibodies. However, T lymphocytes bearing CD4 can have 
cytolytic (killer) function against virally infected cells (7,8). It is 
now known that helper T lymphocytes not only "turn up" antibody response 
in the B cell system but also have the capacity to induce suppressor T 
cell formation. They produce interleukin 2 ( I L-2). 

Suppressor T cells. These cells "turn down" both humoral and cel l 
mediated immune responses. They are ordinarily identified by the 
presence of the CDS (T8. OKT8) antigen on the cell surface. It was 
originally thought t hat suppressor and cytolytic function were carried 
out by the same cell, but this is now known not to be true (7). 

Cytotoxic (killer) T cells. These cells carry the CD8 antigen but 
are distinct from suppressor cells. They are thought to be primarily 
involved in the defense against viruses. 

Large granular lymphocytes (natural killer or NK cells, null 
cells). These cells do not bear surface markers of the T cell line. 
They are cytolytic aga inst ant ibody-coated cells (binding to the Fe 
portion of bound antibody) as well as non-antibody coated cells, 
especially rr.align.ant cells. The former activity is called 
antibody-dependent cellular toxicity (ADCC) while the latter is 
designated natural killer function. 

When the body is e.xposed to a foreign antigen the response normally 
occurs as follows: the foreign antigen (e.g., bacteria, virus) is 
engulfed by the monocyte/macrophage with the constituent protein being 
broken down to short peptides . These peptides are then inserted into 
the plasma membrane where they bind to a class II HLA molecule on the 
surface of the cell which is constitutively present and of a type that 
is genetically determined. A major function of the class II molecule is 
to hold the peptide in favorable position for recognition by the T cell 
receptor on the helper T cell (9). In the processing, interleukin 1 
(IL) is produced. A clonally derived helper T cell then binds to the 
antigen produc ing cell. Ordinarily "docking" of the helper T cell on 
the antigen presenting cell requires the presence of a self clas~ II 
molecule on the l atter (called MHC restriction ). The T cell receptor. a 
highly complex and variable molecular structure. was discussed in these 
rounds on December 18, 1986 by J. D. Capra (10) . It appears to have as 
its functional unit the juxtaposed Ti and T3 antigens. It is best 
thought of as having an essentially unlimited repertoire, like 
immunoglobulins. Once activated the helper/inducer cell carries out its 
multiple functions . How these functions are directed is only now being 
worked out . 
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b. The HLA D region. The human leukocyte antigens (HLA) are 
encoded in the major histocompatibility gene complex located on the 
short arm of the 6th chromosome in humans. A schematic representation 
is shown in Figure 2. 

HLA 

DP 

Figure 2 

D l(egion 

DQ DR 
C2 C4A.B 

BF B A 

(From: CB Carpenter. The major histocompatibility gene complex. 
In Harrison's Principles of Internal Medicine, 11th edition, E 
Braunwald, KJ Isselbacher, RG Petersdorf, JD Wilson, JB Martin, AS 
Fauci (eds). New York, McGraw-Hill, 1987, pp 337-342.) 

Each site is designated by letter with identifiable alleles given 
numbers (e.g., DR3). Genes coded by the A, Band C sites are designated 
"class I" molecules while those in the D region are called "class II." 
Complement-related antigens are classified as "class III" molecules. 
All of these antigens are present in the plasma membrane with a short 
cytoplasmic anchor (Figure 3). Quantitatively the DR antigens are most 
prominent. Their overall 2 chain anatomy is similar. · 

Figure 3 (ref 8) 

T cell MHC 
rec:eptor Clo11 I 

Class I molecules are present on all nucleated cells while class II 
molecules are normally present only on cells of the immune system: 
monocyte/macrophages, B lymphocytes and activated T lymphocytes. It is 
of interest that class I but not class II molecules are closely 
associated with the insulin receptor (11,12). 

Each of the D region sites has several genes. Terminology varies. 
In Figure 2 there are 2 alpha and 2 beta genes listed for the DP and DQ 
regions and a single invariant alpha gene and 3 beta genes at DR. An 
alternative terminology is shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4 (ref 8) 
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Here the second set of DP genes is called SX and SXa while the second 
set at DQ is designated DX and DX . DZ or0 DO/DZ is known but not 
localized. How these gene~ functiBn is got yet un~erstood but it is . 
presumed that only one is _active in a given individual (13). The second 
(middle) DRa gene is a pseudogene, missing the first domain found in 
DRai and DRBIII. 

Functi5na ly class I molecules are thought to have a primary role 
in defending against viruses via cell me~i~t~d immunity. Class I 
directed cytotoxic T lymphocytes are CD3 8 4 . Class II directed 
T lymphocytes function primarily as restriction agents in activation and 
regulation of the imm¥n~ Eesponse to foreign or+s~lf antigens. Their 
surface makeup is CD3 4 8 . A subset o~ t~e T4 8 cells can function in 
cytotoxic reactions analogous to the T8 T4 cells (8). 

As noted above the primary role of the HLA D region molecules is to 
bind short peptides derived from foreign antigens (9). Each class II 
molecule has only a single binding site which interacts with a number of 
peptides (14). Competitive inhibition can be demonstrated between the 
immunogenic peptides (Fig 5). Cross-linking experiments show that both 
a and a chains are involved in binding. 

Fig. Inhibition of bind
ing of 1251-labelcd HEL
(46-01) to 1-Ak. Purified 
1-Ak (at 40 loLM) was incu
bated with labeled peptide 
and a dose range of inhibi
tory peptide for 2 days at 
room tcmperarure.1bc de
gree of binding of labeled 
peptide to Ia was deter
mined by gel filtration 

Figure 5 (ref 14) 
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and the percent inhibition Inhibitory peptldo (~Ml 

of binding was plotted against the concentration of inhibitory peptide used. 
The inhibitory peptides used were: Ha(130-142) (D), HEL(74-86) (•). 
Myo(l32-153) (li) . 

There appears to be a degree of homology between the amino acid sequence 
of the foreign peptide bound and an internal "ligand" in the 
histocompatibility protein. The internal ligand is presumed, therefore, 
to be complementary to the foreign antigen binding site. In one 
fascinating experiment a peptide (P12-26) deri~ed fram bacteriophage 
lambda repressor (ci) was found to bind to I-A , I-E and I-E (purified 
class II molecules from the mouse, also called Ia molecules) as shown in 
Table 3. 
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Oass II antigen 

l-Ad 
l -Ed 
1-Ak 
1-Ek 

Table 3 (ref 9) 

Percent of peptide bound 

1.6 ~ 0.8 (" = 5) 
8.9 :!: 2.2 (n = 7)* 
0.3:!: 0 .5 (n = 5) 
2.3 ~ 1.7 (n = 5) 

Table Binding of 1251-labeled ci P l2-26 analog to class II molecules. The 
peptide Pl2-26 was modified by the addition of tyrosine residue to the !\'1-!:· 

• Level of binding is significantl)' different from the adler three class n molcculC5 at the 
>99 percent confidence level. 

tcrmin\Ls to serve as an acceptor for the 1251. la molecules were purified from 
Nonidet P-40 (NP-40) lysates of A20 (H2d) or AKTB-lb (H2k) cc:Us bv 
affinity chromatography using the monoclonal antibodies. MK-06 (l -Ad.:_ 
specific), 10-3-6 (1-Ak-specific) or 14-4-4 (1-Ed/k-specific) were coupled t o 

Scpharose 4B beads (Pharmacia Fine Chemicals, Sweden) (5). The gel 
filtration assay for determining the degree of association between immuno· 
genic peptides and la has been described (38). Briefly, 40 ,.1M of purified Ia 
in l percent solution of NP-40 and phosphate-buffered saline was mixed 
with 0.2 11M of 1251-labeled peptide (approximately 200,000 count/min fo r 
each experiment) and incubated for 48 houn at room temperarure to allow 
for formation of the !a-peptide complex. 1bc !a-peptide complexes were 
separated from free peptide by gel filtration, and the percentage of peptide 
bound to la was calculated as the ratio of the 1251-Iabeled peptide in the void 
volume to the total 12.51-labclcd peptide recovered. . 

When bound to l-Ad in vitro, the complex stAmulated Tdcell hybridomas 
but despi t e being more tight l y bound to 1-E , the 1-E complex could not 
activate T cells . Further, after immunization of BALB/c mice with ci, 
300 T cell hybridomas were obtaiaed , none of which could be stimulated 
by P12-a6 i n t he presence of I-E although they could be activated with 
the I -A bound peptide. In unfractionated T cells isolated from the 
blood of 26 i mmunized mice the stimulating aativity of P12-26 was d 
blocked by a monoclonal antibody against 1-A but not by an anti I-E . 
It was noted that there was marked amino acid homology between the phage 
repressor pept ide and a region of the class II molecule: 

A r epressor cl: Leu Glu Asp Ala Arg Arg Leu Lys Ala Ile Tyr Glu Lys 

d l-Ea : Leu Glu Asp Ala Arg Ala Ser Val Asp Thr Tyr Cys Arg 

The authors specul ate that intense homology may produce "invisibility" 
to the helper T cell which interprets the foreign peptide as self 
because it mi mics t he 11internal ligand11 and is tightly bound to the 
class II molecule (9). Thus one might have two sequences: 

Self class II + 11mimicking 11 foreign epitope -+ no activation 
Self class II + less homologous epitope -+ activation 

\ 

A furthe r i mpl ication, which will not be explored here, is that 
alloreactivi t y may be due to T cell recognition of the 11 internal ligand11 

of a fore ign class II molecule; i.e., a given T cell could react in an 
identica l way to a f oreign ligand bound to a self class II molecule or 
foreign class I I molecule which had 11 bound11 its own internal ligand. 

Obvious ly these interpretations are highly tentative, but they 
could be informative for autoimmune diabetes. 

c . Assays. The D region is analyzed in several ways. DR and DQ 
a lleles can be identified by serologic testing (alloantisera) radio
i mmunoassays, monoclonal antibodies and T cell responses. DP products 
a r e primarily identified by T cell responses but are a lso identified by 
monoc l onal antibodies (13). The two main cellular tests are: 

The homozygous typing cell (HTC) test. This test utilizes 
prol i f e r a tive responses of T lymphocytes (usually assessed by tritiated 
thymid ine uptake) to stimulating cells that are putatively homozygous 
fo r DR and DQ products (such cells may not be homozygous for DP). The 
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determinants are labeled Dw (little w means "workshop") and indicates 
t hat antigens are ill- defined or provisional. In this t est if the 
stimul~ting cell bears antigens different from the responder (test) 
ce ll , H thymidine uptake is stimulated. If there is little or no 
stimulation it is presumed that a shared D determinant is present. 

The primed lymphocyte typing (PLT) test. A determinant recognized 
by T lymphocytes in this test is designated LD. These determinants are 
epitopic and associated with a single molecular product in contrast to 
Dw wh i ch measures a summation of LD. Stimulating and responding cells 
are incubated for 10 days, allowing the responders to revert to a primed 
but non-dividing status. When they are exposed to 3rd party cells they 
quickly respond, allowing identification of differences that might not 
be picked up in the HTC. 

Serologically defined and T lymphocyte determined antigens are not 
identical. Overlapping determinants are called supertypic, meaning that 
t hey are found associated with two or more other antigens which are 
designated subtypic. For example DQw1 is supertypic to DR1, DRZ and 
DRw6 ; i.e., individuals can be DQw1 / DR1, DQw1/DR2, etc. Conversely all 
DR1, 2, and w6 cells will likely bear DQw1. DR determinants may also be 
supertypic for Dw (Figure 6). 

Figure 6 (ref 13) 
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DQ.wl. . 

DR l, 2 a~d .w~ are also seen associated with DQ specificities of 
non·DQwl tnd1~ 1du~s; Dw ~uh~pes are shown only for DR2. The 
len~h ~fthe verucal !tnes (wh1ch mdicate cells that are positive for the 
1pe~11icuy under .wh1ch the lines appear) is not intended to indicate 
ant1gen frequenCies . 
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3. Genetics 
The genetics of diabetes in humans is not well understood. 

Phenotypic expression (overt disease) does not allow conclusions to be 
drawn in classic Mendelian terms. It is likewise not known whether 
there is one or more than one gene fo r diabetes. It is essentially 
certain that at least one gene is located in the major histocompati
bility region of the 6th chromosome as noted. More than 907., probably 
957., of patients with Type 1 diabetes carry HLA DR3 or DR4 with a 
significant percentage bearing the heterozygous DR3/4 combination (2-5, 
15). Representative figures are shown in Table 4 (where X represents 
any allele other than DR3 or 4) . 

Table 4 (ref 15) 

TABLE 
HLA-DR status and race 

DR3x DR4x DR3/4 DRx-'x 

Wh1tes 23% 36% 30% 11% 
(N = 172) (39) (62) (52) (19) 

Blacks 53% 12% 29% 6% 
{N = 17) (9) (2) (5) (1) 
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The gene frequency of DR3 and 4 varies from 20-40% in nondiabetic 
populations, but averages 25% in the United States. Whether there is a 
second gene on the 6th chromosome or on another chromosome remains 
uncertain. Candidate sites have been the 5' upstream region of the 
insulin gene on chromosome 11, the region coding for the heavy chain of 
immunoglobulins (Gm allotype ) on chromosome 14, the gene for the kappa 
light chain (Km allotype) on chromosome 2 and the Kidd marker on 
chromosome 2. By and large these associations have proven to be weak or 
non-existent (5,16-21 ) . Polymorphisms at the haptoglobin site have also 
been discussed (22) but not confirmed. Against this background s everal 
additional points can be made. For purposes of discussion I will divide 
them into 2 sections, Family and Population Studies and Molecular 
Genetics. 

a. Family and population studies 
(1) The risk of Type 1 diabetes for first degree relatives of 

a proband with insulin-dependent disease varies from 2-8% (23-25). 
Table 5 shows the adjusted risk to age 80 for white fami lies with 1 
child or parent having Type 1 diabetes. The percent risk for blacks 
(26) and hispanics (27) will be slightly less but has not been precisely 
worked out. The HLA distribution in American blacks reflects that found 
in whites and presumably represents racial admixtures since it does not 
mirror the makeup found in African blacks (28 ,29). The number of 
families having two parents with Type 1 diabetes is too small to have 
valid studies of risk. 

Table 5 (data from ref 25) 

Empirical risk for Type 1 diabetes to age 80 

Proband's age 
at onset 

< 25 yr 

> 25 yr 

Total 

Parents 
(n=1 083) 

2.2 ± 0.6 

4.9 ± 1.4 

2.9 ± 0 . 6 

Siblings 
(n=982) 

% ± SEM 

6.9, ± 1.3 

5.8 ± 1.8 

6.6 ± 1.1 

Children 
(n=649) 

.5.6 ± 2.8 

4 .3 ± 2.2 

4 . 9±1.7 

(2) Diabetic fathers are more likely to transmit disease to 
children than diabetic mothers. It is quite remarkable that children of 
fathers with Type 1 diabetes are approximately 5 times more likely to 
inherit the disease than chi ldren of diabetic mothers (30). This is 
illustrated in Figure 7. The reason for this is not clear. Warram et 
al (30) speculated along 2 lines: diminished recombination between 
linked loci during gametogenesis in men and selective spontaneous loss 
of the diabetic fetus in utero. The former would be important only if 
recombinations resulted in lesser risk of diabetes (breaking of 
diabetogenic combinations). There is no firm evidence supporting either 
possibility. 
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(3) There is preferential (nonrandom) transfer of diabetes
linked HLA genes from nondiabetic parents to offspring, especially 
diabetic offspring. Two studies indicate that there is preferential 
paternal transmission (transfer distortion) of diabetic alleles. Kay, 
Wilton and Dawkins (31) examined 102 offspring in 26 families where 15 
mothers and 14 fathers were heterozygous for HLA B18, BfF, DR3. The 
diabetogenic allele (DR3 containing haplotype) was passed to 50% of the 
children when the mother was the carrier but 68% of the children when 
the father was the carrier. Slightly different results were found by 
Vadheim et al (32) who showed that DR3 was transferred to children 
substantially more than 50% of the time by both mothers and fathers. 
DR4 was passed to diabetic children in excess of 50% by both parents but 
paternal transmission was greater than maternal transmission in both 
diabetic and nondiabetic offspring. Mothers did not appear to pass DR3 
to nondiabetic children in excess ( iee Table 6). 

Table 6 (data from ref 32) 

Transmission of DR3 and DR4 from parent to offspring 

IDDM child 
no IDDM child 
total 

Father 
HLA DR3 HLA DR4 

75.4% 
61.2% 
68.0% 

83.1% 
59.2% 
72.1% 
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Mother 
HLA DR3 HLA DR4 

71.4% 
53.7% 
65.1% 

64.5% 
45.5% 
55.6% 



Parents homozygous for DR3 or DR4 were el i mi nated s o that results were 
unambiguous . Preferential passage of DR4 from the father relative to 
the mother was not seen in a sma l ler study (33) . Transmission 
distortion may account for the fact that the diabetogenic gene(s) are 
not decreasing in the population despite lethal complications that 
shorten life expectancy (32). 

(4) It is possible that the putative HLA DR4-linked gene is 
transmitted in dominant fashion while the putative DR3-linked gene is 
recessive. The discussion of inheritance of susceptibility to diabetes 
continues to be the subject of lively debate (34-36). It is known that 
either DR3 and DR4 alone increase the risk of diabetes and that the 
DR3/DR4 heterozygous state induces the highest risk. It is further 
known that risk of disease amongst siblings is haplotype dependent; 
i.e., if a nondiabetic sibling shares both haplotypes with the diabetic 
sibling the chance of getting diabetes is at least 207. and perhaps 
higher. (see Fig. 8). If one haplotype is shared the risk is 57. and if 
neither are shared it is 17. (4). 

.--L-. 
I AC I 
L -'- .J 

OM 1/5 
OM 

Figure 8 (ref 22) 

~ 

1/20 
OM 

1/100 
OM 

FIG. Risk of type I diabetes mellitus emong siblings of probllnd, rei· 
Gtive to HAL type (A, C). Brol<en line denotes proband with disbetos 
mellitus (OM), fractions Indicate approximate risk of diabetes In alb-
lings, and letters denote HLA Identity. From Eisenbarth ( Triangle, 
SANDOZ J &fed Sci, copyright SANDOZ LTD, S.sol, Switzerland). 

For this reason the most popular model for inheritance is "mixed" in 
Mendelian terms meaning that one gene acts in recessive fashion and the 
other in the dominant mode (36). Rubinstein and coworkers (35) have 
argued against this view on the grounds that the DR3/DR4 excess in Type 
1 diabetes is seen in the first child with the disease but not the 
second (Table 7). They thus believe that excess DR3/DR4 cannot be 
directly related t o susceptibility but only indirectly through 
interact i on with environmental triggers. They suppose that when the 
environmental risk is low DR3/DR4 bearing subjects are peculiarly 
vulnerable. Thus the first child to get diabetes would have a higher 
chance of being DR3/DR4 while second children would have a higher 
environmental r isk for some unspecified reason and thus get diabetes 
from a less "genetic" HLA. One possibility, I suppose, would be 
increased virulence of the virus after passage through a pancreas (37). 
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Subjc-CI 

1 
2a 
::!b• 
3 
4 
s 
6 
7a 
7b• 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
16a 
16b 
16c 
16d 
J6e• 
17 
18 
19 

Table 7 (ref 35 ) 

TABLE 
Frequency of DR3i4 heterozygotes among index cases and 
affected sibs in families with conducive parents 

Simplex Multiplex All 
(N = 158) (N .. 43) (N"' 201) 

Conductive parents• 43 (27%) 17 (40%) 60 (30%) 
DR3.'4 indices 33 (77%) 13 (76°-t. )t 46 (77%):t: 
DR3i4 later-affected 

sibs 10/25 (40%) 10/25 (40%) 

·one parent OR3/X and the other DR4/X However. one may be 
DR3i4. 
tx2

"' 543; P- .02. 
:tx2 

.. 1056, P- .001 . 

Regardless of the reason, they use the first sibling/second sibling 
findings to remove the necessity for a "dominant" element and argue for 
a purely recessive model. This paper, although interesting, is not very 
persuasive to me. More impressive is the study of MacDonald et al (33) 
who looked at inheritance of DR3 and DR4 in 37 families where a parent 
and child both had Type 1 diabetes. The diabetic parent contributed DR4 
to the diabetic child in 78% of the cases (versus a gene frequency for 
DR4 in the general diabetic population of 43%) (Table 8) . 

Table 8 (ref 33) 

·rat.!( HLA·DR alleles tr•nsmiucd to diabetic off;pring by 
lhcir p;srcnts ~ ith IDDM 

DR allele 
DR type. sex, and age at dia~no~is 

DR alle le 
transmilled 
to off~pring 

DR type. sex. and age at dia~nosis trans milled 

OIT~prinF Parent 

.1,4: ~~OJ 
J .4: r <SJ 
J .~: F (2) 

J.4; M (1) 
/,4. F (7) 

J.4: M (7) 
/,4; M (2) 
J .4; M (4) 

.~;4 : M (8) 

4A; F (10) 
J ,4; .M (3) 

4,4; M (10) 
J.7; M 00) 
J . .::M(l) 
lA; F (19) 
4,5; M (14) 

J.4; M {13) 
4,4; M (6) 

4.4; M (6) 

4.-J; M ClO) 
4,.,-6: M (11) 

4 ,4; F (14) 
4 ,v.-6 : F (6) 

1.9; ; - (9) 

J ,4: M (13) 

4,4; M <17) 
4,4; M (1::!) 

I.J; M {1) 
/ ,4; F02J 
4.5: F (10) 
4..5; M (21) 
4,4; M (29) 

4..5; M (ll) 
1,4; M (1) 
4,4; M (10) 
J ,4; M (13) 
/,4; M {7) 
J,4; M (39) 
1,4; M ClSl 
J,4; F (32) 
4,4; M (19) 

4,4; M (39) 

/ ,9; F {::!7) 
J ,4; F (9) 

., ., ., 
J ., 
4 ., ., ., 
" ., ., 
J ., 
·" ., 
" 4 ., 
4 ., 
4 
4 
p ., 

Subject OIT~prinF Parent to off~prina 

-1 4-

20 I.J; M (6) IJ; M (14) I 
21 1.4; M (18) 4,6; M (23) ., 
22 4..5; M (10) J,J; M (14) j 

23 J,4; M (3) 4,8; M (7) ., 
24 4,9; M (5) J,.f; M (4) ., 
2S J,4; F (12) I.J; M (29) J 
26 2,2; F (6 mo) 1,7; F (7 mo) 1 
27 J,d; F (1) J,"-6; M (20) ll'CS 

28 4,7; F (7) '.5; M (25) ., 
29 J,4; M (3) 1,4; M C29) ., 
:JO . 4,4; M (7) J,.f; M (13) ., 
31 4,4; f (3) 4,7; f (31) 4 
J2 2,4; F (7) 4,4; M (9) ., 
33 4,5; M (S) 4,7; M (46) " 34 4,7; f (2) J,4; M (35) ., 
3S J.4: M (12) 1,4; F (31) ., 
36a 4,.,-6; M (J 1) · J,4; M (4) 4 
36b /,4; F (17) 4 
37 .f,4: M (11) 1,4; M C36) ., 

•·i~~mbcrs in parentheses indic.~te aae in ~·runless srecified other

·T_hese. off'sprin~ rec~ived a haplotype containing DR4 from the 
d!abtt1c parent that •~ different from the one recei\·ed by the other 
••bhnJls) . 



When DR3 was transmitted it usually carne from the nondiabetic parent. 
The percentage of diabetic offspring carrying DR3 was higher than the 
control population suggesting that it incurred susceptibility to 
diabetes, but the effect was relatively weak. These findings are in 
accord with a dominant activity of DR4 and a recessive activity for DR3. 

(5) There is evidence that the clinical cour se of diabetes 
may be modified by the HLA D region genes. Two studies have suggested 
that Type 1 patients bearing DR3 have a milder illness with less 
ketoacidosis than subjects bearing DR4 (15,38). Moreover, Dw3/Dw4 
heterozygotes have more rapid destruction of a cells and shorter 
remission ("honeymoon") periods than non DR3/DR4 subjects (39) . T 
lymphocyte response to antigen is lower when HLA restriction is DR3 
linked and higher when DR4 linked (40). 

b. Molecular genetics 
The critical question at the molecular level is whether the 

putative diabetes susceptibility gene(s) on the 6th chromosome are in 
the D region itself or only in linkage disequilibrium with genes in the 
D region. (Linkage disequilibrium means that the genes associate 
non-randomly; i.e., a diabetes gene segregates with DR4 or DR3 but not 
DR2). The concept of linkage is based on the fact that diabetes may 
occur in the absence of the high risk DR3/DR4 genes (35,41) and that 
"extended" haplotypes often confer greater degree of risk than DR3 or 
DR4 alone (42 -45). Examples of such extended haplotypes are HLA- B8, 
C4-B1, Bf-S, HLA-DR3, GL0-2 and HLA-B15, C4-A3B3, Bf-S, HLA-DR4 both of 
which predict development of diabetes better than DR3 and DR4 assayed as 
single alleles, suggesting the possibility of gene location outside the 
D region. 

On the other hand it is now known that serologic assessment of the 
DR alleles is too broad and that particular subtypes to a given DR may 
confer much higher risk than that ascertained by the serologic agent 
(46 -48). Detailed discussion is beyond the scope of this presentation 
but analysis by restriction endonucleases has allowed subclassification 
of D region grouping based on restriction fragment length polymorphisms 
(RFLP). Although the putative diabetic gene could be at any D site the 
most informative probes for both susceptibility (49-55) and resistance 
(54) derive from DQ (both a (49,51) and a (50, 52-54) clones). 

An illustration follows. It is known that persons with Type 1 
diabetes rarely express HLA DR2, which has been designated a 
"protective" or " resistance" allele. Occasionally, however, diabetes 
occurs with DR2. When 11 such patients were studied it was found that 9 
carried a DQ8 allele designated "DQR1" (52). Only 2 healthy controls 
expressed th1s allele (Fig 9). The interesting point is that DQR1 is 
normally associated with HLA DR1, a known allele increasing risk to 
diabetes . Thus one could conclude that recombinations had shifted the 
genetic makeup from the normal HLA DR1/DQR1 to HLA DR2/DQR1, thereby 
converting HLA DR2 from resistant to susceptible. The fact that 
susceptibility to diabetes is much narrower than indicated from 
serologic tests has been confirmed at the cellular level (Table 9). 
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Figure 9 (ref 52) 

RFLPs among DR2 h~althy and IDDM 
individuals 

DR2 
healthy 
controls 

46 
75 
42 
68 

DR2 11 

lDDM 41 
43 

patients 26 
72 
88 
32 

DR2 DO.W1 DrlR 2.6 on R 1 

l· i~. The healthy controls are OR-matched with the I DDM patients 
JnJ !>.:long to the same ethnic group : the French population 

Table 9 (ref 52) 

Table · Subdivision of HLA-DR2 

Serology Cellular 2-D gel RFLP 
electrophoresis 

DR DQ MLC PLT DR Eco Rl Eco RV DQR 
(DQ fJ) . (DQ fJ) subset 

fJI fJ2 /13 

DR2 DQwl Ow2 /12 (I) 2.75 lcb S.21cb DQR2.6 
12 kb 

DR2 DQwl Dwl2 fl2 (2) 24kb 14 kb DQRI2 

DR:! short OQwl O''MAZH" MN2 fl2 (3) 16 kb 2.6 kb DQRI 

Disease association 

Mu ltiple sclerosis 
Narcolepsy 

? 

lOOM 

Here it can be seen that subjects bearing HLA DR2 and the supertypic 
DQw1 have vastly differing disease susceptibilities depending on DQ 
subsets. If one has DQR2.6 and Dw2 by mixed lymphocyte culture (MLC) 
the vulnerability is to multiple sclerosis. If one has Dw"AZH" by MLC, 
"MN2" by primed lymphocyte testing and DQR by restrictive fragment 
length polymorphism, then the susceptibility is to Type 1 diabetes. 

Similar narrowing of specificities between disease susceptibility 
was reported by Nepom et al (53). Both Type 1 diabetes and juvenile 
rheumatoid arthritis (JRA) are associated with HLA DR4~ However, the 
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two can be clearly distinguished by a DQ~ probe. Thus: 

IDDM 
JRA 

+ 
= DR4+, DQ3.2 
= DR4 , DQ3.1 

An interesting approach to informative RFLP analysis is to use 
pooled DNA samples from a disease group and matched controls, rather 
than testing individual patients (56). 

It is likely that further investigation will narrow the 
abnormalities still further since sequencing of D region genes has 
already shown "hot spots" of gene conversion (57) and distinct 
nucleotide abnormalities that correlate with Type 1 diabetes (58) . An 
example is shown in Figure 10 where a consensus sequence of a DR~ chain 
first domain is compared to sequences in DR3, DRw6a, DRw6b and DRS. In 
a, the 131 locus, a "hot" spot is seen between 190 and 210. 

a 
DP. I con& 
DR 3 I 
DOV6a I 
DOV6b I 
DR 5 I 

OR I con& 
DR 3 I 
DOV6a I 
Dllribl 
Dlt 5 I 

b 
DR lJl con& 
DR 3 Ill 
DOV6• Ill 
D!Mib I II 

OJ: JJl cona 
DR l Ill 
DOV6a Ill 
Dllrib Ill 

c 
DR cons 
DR 1 con' 
Dlt 11 I con& 

DR cona. 
DR I Con5 
DR 111 cona 

Figure 10 (ref 57) 

10 3o 5o 10 to 110 uo 

C-'CGM"I'CTrCGIIC'I"AOOACCTCTG~~cTcrc...~MTCGGACC7::.Acc~oonc~T~CATMCCAGGAct:.AGMCcTccGCn'C~CAC~CCGGCC ---------------- ----.-. --.. --.------.. -----.-.. -.----.-------.-A-------------------.-·----------.--------• -------------••••••···· --. ·-
--------.-----.. -------------.-------------·-----. -----------.---.--------------·-·· ------·---·T·-----·--···--···-··--···----·A----·--
---------------.-----------------·----------------·-···-···-·-···--------·· -----T--·····A·····-•• •••· •••••••• ····-··· ············-··· 

150 170 190 210 230 250 

CT'GACGaoc:.crcc:.c.GCGGCt=-n:.CcCAC'I"Arn;G,v.CAc;cCAcMCGACCTCci'GGAGCA"-ACcCGGCCC•cCrmCACCTAC'T'CCI>CAOOACTAC~~CGCG ----------------------------------------------------------------------c-cc--------A---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A-------Ac-cc---------c----------------------------------------------------------------------------------c---c--cc------------------------------c--c-------A------------T---------------------------------------------·--------------···---·--·AC------·-·····-·---·-····T-----·-AG-C-G--······C··------------·--·-·····---·-·--··-GT··············---······ 

10 30 so 70 tO 110 IJO . . . . . . . . 
C-'CGTITC"I"T'CGA=C'I"Mc:rt'T'GI>.C"TC'KA'I"J"''CTT'CMT'CCCACCGACCCGGTGCGCTACCTCGACAGATACTI'CCATMCCACGACGACTICCTCCGCTI'CCACACCCACGT'CGCGGAC'I"ACCCGGCC 

--------· ---------T------------· ·------··• · ---· ·---· ·----··-· ··T-·-··-G---c------------·· ·-·---·A-GC-·-----· --------------··· -----·-

150 170 190 210 230 250 
• • • • 0 • • 0 • • 

GTGACCGAGCTCCCCCGGCCTCTI:CCCCACTCCTCGAACACCCA"-ACGACCTCCTCGACCA"-ACCGGGCCC~CMTTACTCCACACACMCTAC~A~ 

· ---G·------- - - ------·AT·-- ----11------· ---- -----·-·-------· · -------• ···-·-A·--------··-----------·--------·-TC· • ------·· ·---·-·····-· 

10 30 50 70 tO liD no 
• • • 0 • • • • • • • • • 

CACG'I'"l"''CTT'GGzxzxxTAxC'n:TGAC"TC'KA'I"M'C""'''CMT'CCCACCGACCGGCTGCGCTxCCTCGACAGATACTI'CCATMCCACGACGA"-ACxTCCGCn'CGACACCCA'CTCCiGCCAG'I'•CCGGGCC 
--·- • • • • • - -- • ·TACTC- -C- · - • ·-·-- ·- • • ·-• ••--------- • ------ • ---·-·T---!. -·-------· -· ·- • • ·-••• •- • • · - ·-G-• • -- • • •- ·-·-·- ·-• • • ··-··--T-··--·· 
·----- • ------ -CTCCG-·A·-·---···--·--··---··---------·--·--· ---·-A-----•• · • · ----·--·····--·· ·-·---·-C--··-··--·--·--······-----·A·····-

150 170 ltO 210 230 250 
• 0 • 0 0 • • • 0 • • • 0 

C'T'CACCGAGCTCCCCCGGCCTGxxCCCCAC'I"xCTCGAACACCC"""'CGACCTCCTCGACCA"-ACCCGCxCxxGCTCGAC/UzTACTGCACACACMCTACGGGCM'C••CACAGCTI'CACACTCCACCCGCG -- ·---·--------·------AT·--·· --A--· ·--·---- • ·--·- · - • ··-• • • •• • • • --- • •• ·C·Cx ----- • •• CC-·-- • ·---·-----••--·-•• • ·TC··· ··-··--• --··· · ····· • · ·--· ·--·-· ·----------TC · --·•--c ··---·----· --· -----------•-· · ---------c-cc-------·AT··-·-··----· • ·····-·· •••-GT·· ··-······-·---·-•···· 
Fi&. Sequence of the DR tl-chain first domain of the DRJ haplotype, two DRw6 haplotypes and a published DR5 haplotype". a, fJI 
locus; b, tllll locus . The consensus sequence (cons) is the base found at that position in at least two of the sequences. c, Comparison of locus 
1 and locus III sequence differences by aligning the consensus sequences for each locus and deriving a DR{3 consensus. Regions where fJI 
and {3Til differ from each other and which may inOuence locus-specific conformation of the protein product are easily visualized. 
Methods. Sequences were obtained from subclones of the first domain exon of previously described cosm id and phage genomic clones6·u, 
by both the chemical" and dideoxi• methods, as well as from eDNA clones'. DRJ sequences are from a cosmid library of the consanguineous 
homozygous typing cell line AVL; DR .. ·6a sequences are derived from a cosmid library and eDNA library of the consanguinous homozygous 
typing cell line HHK; DRw6b sequences are from a Charon 30 phage library of a DR4, DR .. ·6 line. The DRw6 genes were identified by 
Southern blot comparisons with DR .. ·6 and DR4 genomic DNAs (see ref. 2S for an example). The cDr.;A-deri\·ed sequence of DRw6b /)III' 

as well as a phage-derived sequence25 have been published previously. 
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a 

DR6a ·BI 
DRJ BI 

The shift of small nucleotide segments f rom one gene to another could 
result in the appearance of epitopes in the prote in str ucture of the 
gene product that would cause i~mune act i vat i on, say but that would not 
be reflected in serologic tests. Thus an epitope conferring 
susceptibility to diabetes might appear in the context of a DR2/DR2 
individual or an epitope causing celiac diseas e might appear as a DR4B 
allele rather than the usual DQ2 allele. The role of gene conver s i ofi 
has been extensively explored inathe murine histocompatibilit y complex 
and is well established (59). An example of a human gene conversion is 
shown in Figure 11 where the aiii gene of DR6 was donor to ai of DR3. 

Figure 11 (ref 57) 

15 " 127 157 166 181 194 211 

-IACIC-<---r-- .. -.;.--- ----AI-•--•-•c-cc---c---c:-1-
-t,.ctc-c-- --AA-G AT-A- r-1-

1 I I • 
I I I . 
-a- -c--«-c.&--G-A 

DR6a &III --<IO:CC-A---,A-· --TT-<----...----IC-<---<---GC-<OA---G-<1--IC-

Fl&. lntrachromosomal gene conversion 
between two DR..-6 ~ -chain loci genes. a, Th~ 
first -domain sequences of the two DR6a Iocr 
are aligned with the sequence of the DRJ fJI 
locus. A 10lid line indicates identical se· 
quences. Relevant nucleotide positions are 
1hown to facilitate comparison with the 
1equence in Fig. I. Because of the uncertaintY 
in the limits of the conversion event, doued 
lines are used to indicate cross-over points. 
b, Schematic representation of genes par· 
ticipating in the conversion event; c, amino· 
acid sequence of the first domains of the oRJ 
/31 and DRw6a ~ I and fJJII chains showing 
the block of amino acids transferred by the 
conversion event. Non.conservative amino· 
acid changes in the DR3 ~I chain are und~-~ 
lined. The consensus approach is used to ar 
visualization or amino·acid difference} 
between the {31 and {3111 loci. The block .0h 
amino acids transferred must interact \\11

1 these differences in the generation of the no"e 

b 

DR6a 

DRJ 

c 
DR cons 

DR6a BI 
DRJ &I 

61 011 6111 
1 2 

r:===d I . ' 2 1 2 

~ 

1 2 n=v j · :. · . I 
2 1 2 ....._. 

If L( au $( Clf f f WC 1 UVIaL Ott f IINO[£ ul fOSD~t r.I&YY( L CI'&A£ aWIISOIOal( ul uVDalCI Ntnc;YaUtTY 

• · • · TST · · • • · · • • • · • • ., · • • • • • • •• · IIY · .- • • • • ·f · • •. .. ···D• •T· • • •• •I· •Dr · U · . T· • . •• • • •V· . , •• 

·· ··YST ··· ·· ·•· ·· ·· i··· ·· · ·IV·· ·· ··· ·•··· ··•• •·O··T····· i''' ' ' ' 'V·· ·•• epitope. 
··Y· · ··L ··I! ·C! '"! 

• • • •Lir · · • · • • • • • • · · · 1 • · • • •• • ••• fL • ••••• •• y • ••••• •• · ¥ ·· I · • • •• · L. ·Dr · GI· ·• · •••• • • •C· •• • . DR6a BIII 

Finally, the system becomes even more complicated because of the 
possibility of transcomplementation. Transcomplementation refers to the 
construction of hybrid molecules between chains of opposite haplotypes 
on the cell surface; i.e., a DQ chain from one haplotype (say a DR3) 
could mix with a DQa chain of i~s paired haplotype (say a DR4) to form a 
DQw3 DQw2 hybrid . This phenomenon, well-known in mice, has now been 
demogstrat~d directly in Type 1 diabetes in humans (60). The initial 
experiment is shown in Figure 12. In this figure F1D is a transformed 
(EB virus) B lymphocyte line from a Type 1 diabetic subject who 
serologically was an HLA DR3/DR4 heterozygote. HA and F1F are the 
parental cell lines. Monoclonal antibody 17.15 is DQw3 specific whi le 
antibo1y 17 . 1 i s DQw2 specific. In the experiment cells were labeled 
with [ H] l eucine and the class II HLA molecules were precipitated with 
one or the other of the antibodies followed by electrophoresis of the a 
and a chains. Panel B shows the proband's pattern using the DQw3 
specific antibody. Three spots are seen: the DQw3 a and a chains 
equi valent to par ent HA and the DQw2 a chain of parent F1F. 
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Figure 12 (ref 60) 

A " , 

' I' I 'It 

B • , 
• 

c I 
• 

D 

HA 
17.15 

FlO 
17.15 

FlF 
P17.1 

F1F 
17.15 

FIG. Electrophoretic analysis of HLA·DO o· and P·chalns. Radio-
labeled HLA class II molecules were immunoprecipitated with DO
reactive monoclonal antibodies and analyzed by 2-dimensional 
polyacrylamide electrophoresis. Acidic end of gel Is on lett, and bl· 
sic end is on right, with higher molecular wieght at top of each auto
radiograph. A: parental 00w3-associated u· (farge arrowhead} and P· 
(small arrowhead} chains immunoprecipltated from cell line HA with 
monoclonal antibody 17.15. 8: heterozygous diabetic cell line F10 
(OR3 '4, 0Qw2 w3) was immunoprecipitated with monoclonal antibody 
17.15; only the 00w3 p-chain Is seen, although both DOw2 end DQw3 
a-chains coprecipitate. C: parental 0Qw2-associated o· (farge arrow) 
and p- (small arrow) chains from cell F1F precipitated with monoclonal 
antibody P17.1. Antibody 17.15 does not react with 00w2 parental cell 
F1F (D). 

This indicates the DQw2a DQw3a hybrid since 
by the antibody in any other configuration. 

DQw2 could not be visualized 

*~B* -J:@V n0w2a 0 recognizable by mAB 17.15 

DQw2a DQw2a 

* DQw2a ~* * found 

Since the DQw2a chain was not visible the reverse hybrid DQw3a/DQw2a was 
not constructed. Analysis of the spots by HPLC after tryptic digestion 
confirmed the hybrid molecule (Fig 13). 
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E 
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E 
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E 
0. 
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E 
0. 
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DOw3a HA, 17.15 

--- ---

DOw3a F1D,17.15 

D0w2a F1F, P17.1 
t 

DQw2a FlO, 17.15 • 

140 180 220 

FRACTION NUMBER 

---

260 

Figure 13 (ref 60) 

FIG. Peptide map analysis of DQ a·chalns purified by 2-dlmanslonel 
gel electrophoresis. DQ a-chain spots ware purified by 2-dlmanslonal 
gel electrophoresis. DQ a-chain spots were recovered by elution from 
polyacrylamide gels (Fig. 1) and analyzed by reveru·phue HPLC. 
Tryptic peptides from purified a-chains wera eluted from octadecyl all· 
lea column with ascending acetonitrile gradient (diShed line In A). 
Peptide meps from parental DQw3 and DQw2 a-chains are ahown In A 
end C, respectively. Peptide maps from DQw3 and 0Qw2 a-chains pra· 
cipltated from heterozygous diebetlc callllna F10 with monoclonelan· 
tlbocly 17.15 are shown In 8 and D. Open •rrow, peek at fraction 211 
characteristic of DQw3 a-chains; c/osad a"ow, peak at fraction 215 
unique to 0Qw2 a-chaine . 

Conclusion: On the basis of new data I think it is likely that the 
susceptibility genes for Type 1 diabetes are D genes themselves and not 
just a linked gene. 
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4. Environmental event 
As noted above the suggested requirement for a non-genetic trigger 

from the environment for the initiation of diabetes is based primarily 
on the observation that monozygotic twins are concordant for Type 1 
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diabetes less than 50% of the time and that siblings who are HLA 
haplotype identical are concordant 20-30% of the time (4). Although 
chemicals such as the rat poison Vacor can induce insulin-dependent 
diabetes (61) most attention has focused on viruses. The evidence for a 
viral cause is really quite soft as has been reviewed (62). On one 
occasion Coxsackie B4 was isolated from the pancreas of a boy dying 
after recent onset diabetes with ketoacidosis (63). When injected into 
rodents diabetes developed. A Cox~ackie BS virus isolated from the 
stool of a 16 month old child who developed diabetes caused glucose 
intolerance in mice (64). Perhaps the best documented relationship is 
with rubella infection in infancy. Twelve to twenty percent of children 
with the congenital rubella syndrome develop Type 1 diabetes (65). 
Affected subjects carry the typical HLA predisposing genes and develop 
islet cell antibodies. Rubella virus causes diabetes in the golden 
Syrian hamster. Certain differences between rubella induced diabetes 
and ordinary Type 1 diabetes have been reported: the rubella associated 
patients develop thyroiditis, have abnormal circulating T lymphocytes 
and demonstrate disturbed immune responses (22). 

It is usually assumed that diabetogenic viruses act by inducing 
autoimmunity. However, under certain circumstances they appear to act 
directly via inflammatory destruction and not through immune mechanisms 
(66-68). As will be noted below, an early lesion in all forms of 
diabetes is loss of glucose induced insulin release. Infection of 
golden Syrian hamsters with Venezuelan encephalitis virus results in a 
similar defect even though permanent diabetes or altered structure of 
the islets does not result (69). 

Indirect evidence for a possible role of viruses continues to 
accumulate. For example between 1982 and 1984 the incidence of IDDM 
doubled in Poland, strongly suggesting a major alteration in 
environmental risk factors (70). Two-thirds of children with new onset 
diabetes in Sweden had IgM antibodies against Coxsackie B while only 12% 
of control children had evidence of recent infection (71). 

Eisenbarth (22) has posed the two critical questions regarding 
genetics and environment: 

(1) Is an environmental trigger necessary to develop Type 1 
diabetes? 

(2) Can the environment alter the probability of developing Type 1 
diabetes? 

He answers the first question "perhaps not" and the second "yes." 
Supporting evidence against the necessity of an environmental factor 
includes the following: 

The non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse and the Biobreeding (BB) 
rat, models of Type 1 diabetes, appear to develop diabetes 
independent of an environmental factor (the latter even in a 
germ free environment). Diet can prevent diabetes in the BB 
animal but does so by modulating the immune system (72). 

Identical twins may not be identical shortly after birth 
because of diversity introduced in immunoglobulin molecules 
and the T cell receptor (7). This removes the power of the 
concordance argument from twin studies. 
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The same genetic lesion may produce apparently different 
clinical responses. Thus diabetes-prone BB animals who remain 
non-diabetic have diminished insulin response to glucose 
although the defect is not as marked as in the frankly 
diabetic BB rats (Fig 14) (73). Diabetes never develops after 
140 days in diabetes-prone animals. In other words the same 
genotype produced differing phenotypes even when animals were 
kept in identical environments. 

Beta cell genes may express themselves at differing times and 
whether they induce autoimmunity may depend on the time of 
expression. This is illustrated by work from Hanahan and 
colleagues (74,75). A fusion gene was prepared between the 
insulin promoter and SV40 virus T antigen. A schematic 
diagram of the insulin gene is shown above and the actual 
fusion gene below. 
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When the fusion gene was placed into fertilized eggs it was 
expressed exclusively in the pancreatic a cells. In certain 
strains antibodies to T developed. Early expression of T 
seemed to induce tolerance while later expression seemed to be 
associated with autoimmunity. 

Figure 14 (ref 73) 
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FtG. Baseline levels of insulin and the insulin response to 
glucose (10 mMJ and to arginine (10 mMJ in perfused pancreata of 
nondiabetic diabetes-prone BB/W rats (stippled bars) at 60, 80, and 
140 days of age; age-matched diabetes-resistant BB/W controls 
(open bars) ; and diabetic BB/"W rats (solid bars) on the first day of 
dtabetes (e. P < 0.05 vs. preceding age : ••· P < 0.01 vs. preceding 
age: •. P < 0.05 vs. age-matched diabetes resistant group: :. not 
statistically significant). There was no response to glucose or to 
arginine on day 14 of diabetes (data not shown); baseline insulin 
secretion on that day averaged 2.1 ~ 0.1 microunits/ml. 



Conclusion: I believe it possible, even likely, that some patients 
with Type 1 diabetes develop the disease in the absence of an 
environmental trigger. In most cases the process is probably i nduced or 
speeded by an environmental factor, acting in the self ~ nonself 
transition described below. 

5. The autoimmune process 
There seems to be little doubt that Type 1 diabetes is an 

autoimmune disease (3-5,22,76). Islet cell antibodies of a variety of 
types (cytoplasmic, surface, complement fixing and immunoprecipita ting) 
are ubiquitous in newly diagnosed diabetic subjects and are likewise 
present prior to development of symptomatic disease (3). Anti-insulin 
antibodies are common (77-80). They probably represent simply another 
marker of the autoimmune process, although some workers continue to 
think they serve to differentiate a particular subset of the disease 
(81). Common viruses have the capacity to induce insulin autoantibodies 
but only rarely cause the appearance of islet cell antibodies (82). 
Chicken pox had the highest incidence (81%), but positive responses were 
also seen with mumps, rubella and measles infections. Persuasive 
evidence that autoimmunity is cause rather than consequence of beta cell 
destruction comes from the observation that a variety of immune 
interventions prevents diabetes in the NOD and BB models (76) and under 
certain circumstances in humans (22). 

The critical question is what causes the autoimmune syndrome (self 
~ nonself transition)? The answers are not known but interest has 
focused on two areas: (1) an abnormality in suppressor T cell function 
and (2) the appearance of class II HLA molecules on the surface of beta 
cells in the pancreas where they are not normally found. 

a. Is there a defect in suppressor T cell function in Type 1 
diabetes (and other autoimmune diseases)? The answer to this question 
cannot be given with certainty. Direct evidence for a functional defect 
in immune suppression is essentially nonexistent. Peripheral blood 
monocytes from normal individuals reportedly inhibit cytotoxic attack 
against isolated islets by activated T lymphocytes from patients with 
Type 1 diabetes while similar cells from diabetic subjects do not, but 
the experiments are very unimpressive (83). 

It is known that lymphopenia is necessary for development of 
diabetes in the BB rat and that a specific subset of T cells (RT6) are 
involved (84). This subset contains both helper and suppressor T cells. 
Infusion of helper T cells prevents the appearance of diabetes in these 
animals. For this reason helper/suppressor T cell ratios have been 
extensively examined in human Type 1 diabetes. Early reports suggested 
disproportionate de ficiencies of suppressor T cells (which would leave 
helper cells unbalanced, favoring exuberant immune response) but better 
recent studies have failed to confirm (85-87). Modest lymphopenia is 
generally found but surprisingly the T4 subset of cells (ordinarily 
considered to be primarily helper) has generally been found to be more 
depressed than t he T8 suppressor fraction (85-88) (Table 10) . 
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Table 10 (ref 85) 

TABLE 
White blood cells_ total lymphocytes_ and lymphocyte subset counts in the adult controls and in the diabetic patients (per mm') 

Control Recently Extrapancreat1c 
adult diagnosed Long-stand1ng autoimmune 

subjects pat1ents diabetes manifestations 

Total WBC 6950 = 370 7500 = 1300 6600 = 550 8300:!: 1300 
Total lymphocytes 2200:!: 140 2200 = 340 2200 = 130 2300:!: 210 
OKT3 1340:!: 90 1260 = 240 920:!: 50 1160±160 
OKT4 900 = 60 630:!: 145 440:!: 50 800 = 150 
OKTB 460:!: 30 420:!: 120 370:!: 30 380:!: 40 

Results are presented as mean values± SEM Number of subjects studied was 10-20 in each group. 

This results in low T4/T8 ratios in a number of patients, which should, 
in theory, suppress humoral immunity (Table 11). 

Table 11* (ref 85) 

TABLE 
Ant1-1slet humoral 1mmun1ty (·--cr release test). IRI secretory index 
and OKT4:0KT8 rat10 1n d1abet1c palients 

~·cr release IRI secretory ' 'Cr release IRI se:retory 
Case OKT4!0KT8 test index Case OKT410KT8 test 1ndex 
no 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

19 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 

rat10 (%) (%) no ratio (%) 

4 ao· 63' o· 31 2.30 14 
310' 68" o· 32 1.30 60" 
1 60 31 10" 33 202 13 
3 70" 39 o· 34 170 93" 
1 80 43" o· 35 0 75 88" 
1 27 20 20" 36 1.50 49" 
2 90" 55" o· 37 1 00 57" 
1.33 46' 98 38 0.50 as· 
1 40 50" o· 39 1 10 64" 
178 48" 90 40 2.00 12 
292" 13 35" 41 240 17 
5 50" 10 o· 42 5.40" 30 
2 26 23 o· 43 0.90 88" 
1 32 19 o· 44 0.65 57" 
2 26 sa· 30' 45 1 10 56" 3 92' 25 o· 46 3.30" 36 0 94 61" 40 47 2 50 29 3 19' 15 o· 48 210 15 
0 70 54' o· 49 060 81' 
100 59' 30" 50 1 71 55' 
1.81 21 o· 51 2.40 32 
2 60" 5s· 125 52 1 90 55' 
1 50 38 o· 53 0.40 81' 
3.25" 19 o· 54 3 40" 27 
2.20 51" 59 56 3 75" 48" 
1 20 69" o· 

• Astensks denote values out of normal range 

*51cr release test is a measure of complement fixing islet cell 
antibody induced a cell leakage; IRI secretory index is a measure 
of insulin release in response to glucose + theophylline. 
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This may be important, since in lupus erythematosus (89), multiple 
sclerosis (90) and probably rheumatoid arthritis (91) T4+ cells 
(T4+2H4+) that induce suppressor clones are deficient, accounting for 
decreased suppressor activity in mixed lymphocyte culture together with 
increased IgG production in vitro. In other words, deficiency of a T4 
helper population results in diminished suppressor fun~tion, presumably 
due to absence of a small but important fraction of T8 cells. A 
corollary is that T4/T8 ratios or even absolute numbers of T4 or T8 
bearing cells may be insufficient to understand regulatory dysfunction 
in the immune system. An entirely plausible scenario might be: 

J 

+ T4+ (inducer) subset ~ + T8 suppressor subset ~ 
activated immune systerm 

Conclusion: Decreased suppressor function may be important in the 
autoimmunity of Type 1 diabetes. 

b. Is the self ~ nonself transition mediated by the appearance of 
class II HLA molecules on the surface of the beta cell? This is the 
most popular theory for endocrine autoimmunity following the hypothesis 
published by Bottazzo, Pujol-Borrell and Hanafusa in 1983 (92). The 
basic idea was that the appearance of the class II molecule would allow 
presentation of autoantigens (presumably already on the cell surface) in 
such a way that the immune system would see them as foreign. It is 
clear that class II molecules are found on the beta cells of humans 
dying with Type 1 diabetes (93-94). They are not expressed on alpha 
cells. Class II antigens have also been found in human thyroid 
epithelial cells (92,95). 

The presumption has been that D region products are induced by 
lymphokines with primary emphasis placed on y interferon (92). The 
latter agent has been directly shown to stimulate the appearance of 
class II molecules on murine islets (96,97) as well as thyroid cells 
(98). In the BB strain only diabetes-prone animals show the effect; 
diabetes-resistant BB rats and normal Wistar animals do not induce with 
y interferon (96). Not all findings have been consistent utilizing 
interferon since Wright, ~ al (97) found induction of class II 
molecules in a normal strain of mice (BlO.BR H-2 ) and reported that 
both beta and non-beta cells expressed the antigens. Campbell and 
coworkers reported that y interferon induced class I but not class II 
molecules on both human pancreatic cells obtained from brain-dead donors 
and a rat insulinoma cell line (99,100). On balance, however, it seems 
likely that y interferon does induce the appearance of D region 
antigens. 

Viral illness is considered the ordinary inducer of y interferon 
release in humans. The overall sequence would be: virus ~ y interferon 
production~ appearance of class II molecules (92). However, it is of 
interest that messenger RNA for the DRa chain is readily demonstrable in 
normal thyroid tissue (101). The amounts of message were higher in 
glands from patients with autoimmune thyroid disease. This finding 
raises the possibility that "autonomous" (not requiring viral infection 
or any environmental stimulus) induction of class II molecules might 
occur in some patients. A possible mechanism might be decreased 
methylation of the structural genes for D region molecules. For 
exru.1ple, DR expression on B lymphocytes is low in lupus erythematosus. 
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a 

b 

Examination of 12 cell lines from normal subjects showed identical 
methylation patterns at 5 CCGG sites in the HLA DRa locus (102). By 
contrast, 28 cell lines from patients with lupus erythematosus showed 
distinct methylation and hypermethylation patterns. 

An hypothesis for self ~ nonself transformation based on the 
induction of D region antigens on the beta cell is shown in Figure 12 
(103). In panel A the exogenous stimulus (virus) induces D region 
expression in the beta cell but it is not a diabetogenic class II 
molecule and this is not recognized by the helper T cell. In panel B a 
diabetogenic DR3 is produced and the immune system is activated with 
humoral and (panel C) cytotoxic attack occurring in response. 
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Figure 15 (ref 103) 
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FIG. Diaf(ram to il/wtratt a hypothnis rt/(arding thru llagrJ in tlrt induction 
of autoimmunr dittaJf, taking thr pancrrallr B·rtll aJ an namplt. (a) In /ltntlical/y 
nnn·susc~puh/~ individuals and in th~ tJhJtf1Ct of trwironmtntal Jtimuli tltt" il D 

lack of HLA·DR •~prrJ.<inn tllld coMtqutntly no autoimmunity. E:Jtoironmrntal 
11/(rnt.< may induet DR ( 3) aJ illwtratrd, hut tht moltrult lr4J 11 JN2nkular cO#Ifig· 
uration which is not idtalfor prrunting Jurfact autC>OntigtftJ (f) tfficttntly, t.g . 
DRZ hDplotyptJ protrctiot for Typt I diahttts. SupprrJJor T -crib (TJ) lfVIinUJm 
otlrtr /ymplrocyttJ undtr tight control (~ /. (b) In &tnttically prrdispmtd irrdi· 
oidUDI.< tnvironmtntal agtniJ induct DR t~prtSJion. Tltt Jhapt of this JN2nicular 
DR ( J) ptrmiiJ tlrt co"tct prt.ttntatinn of aut<>Ontigtn to htlptr·etiL< (Tir) . Til 
induct 8-/ymphocyttJ to gtntratr autoorttibodirJ ( V ). During tlr.t /ott/( t.Jtncy 
ptriod whtch prtcrdtJ tht mutt of clinical 1ymptmru thtrt is mild continuin~ dam· 
11/(f. (c) With ahnormalit." of T1 functiOn (poSJihly Jptcific to iruulin·urrtting ct//1 
in dtahttn) , mf(an damaf(t l>tcomtJ rlirrically maniftJt. Tilt orf(an is mfj(trattd with 
cytotoxic T-ct/IJ (Tc) and macrophagn Tc hDvt a rtctptor for Chw I HLA·A.B.C 
mnltcultJ (I/. Tlltir tzprt.uion i.< incrtaJtd tn afftctrd ttuun Tllis typt of da""'f(' 
kt~J.-,. w tilt rrlt&tt nf ""'"·" GUlo4ni1Rt'rU 1111d rn tht l'nrratitm nf "'"' DUIMntihndlt'J 
which fHrpttUDtt tht diJra.<t. Tllr mlr of organ ·JfHrifir 'dtndrrtic' A PC< in thtJt 
rwnt.J iJ undtr Uwnti~atwn. 

Although the scheme envisions induction of class II molecules on the 
beta cells, this is not a requirement. The "shared epitope" theory is 
based on the idea that a virus or other agent could infect any tissue 
(say nerve), induce class II molecules and activate the immune system 
against viral antigens (8). The class II restricted, virus-specific 
cytotoxic T lymphocytes or antibodies could then attack any target 
tissue bearing a surface protein with homology to the viral antigen (as 
fe~ as 5-8 amino acids). Examples of such shared epitopes would be 
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streptococcal antigens and the heart in acute rheumatic fever (104), 
Escherichia coli and other gut bacteria with the acetylcholine receptor 
in myasthenia gravis (105) and adenovirus type 12 and A-gliadin in 
celiac disease (106). 

Since autoimmunity is relatively rare and viral and other 
environmental onslaughts are common, it is clear that some sort of 
"narrowing" specificity is involved that prevents everyone from getting 
autoimmune disease following common infections. Three narrowing factors 
suggest themselves. First, as already discussed part of specificity 
resides in the likelihood that only a few genetic variants in the D 
region are able to present self-antigens in a way recognizable as 
nonself. Second, there may be only a few T lymphocytes bearing a T cell 
receptor capable of recognizing this configuration; e.g., one might have 
the right inducing D region molecule but not a recognizing T lymphocyte 
(7,8,10,107,108). The analogy might be the right key and the wrong lock 
or vice versa. Third, there may be differences in a variety of effector 
responses to activated immunity in Type 1 diabetes and other diseases. 
Candidate sites might include cellular responses (109-111), lymphokine 
generation (112,113) and complement activation (114). 

Conclusion: At the moment I consider the appearance of D region 
antigens on the endocrine cells to be the most likely necessary (if not 
sufficient) step for activation of autoimmunity. 

c. What is the target antigen? The answer to this question is 
not known and it may be that there are several important antigens. 
Initial attention was focused on a 64K protein of unknown function 
(3,115) . Antibodies against this protein are frequent in newly 
diagnosed diabetic children and may precede the appearance of islet cell 
antibodies. They have also been seen in the diabetes-prone BB rat. A 
second group of candidate antigens are surface gangliosides and 
glycoproteins (22) . One monoclonal antibody against glycoproteins has 
been shown to block parathyroid hormone release by raising calcium 
levels in the parathyroid gland; i.e., the antibody has regulatory 
capacities in the endocrine system. This is important because 
inhibition of glucose stimulation of insulin secretion appears to be the 
earliest functional lesion in human (116) and rodent (73) diabetes. An 
attractive possibility is that a primary antigen recognized by islet 
cell or other antibodies is the specific glucose transporter of the beta 
cell. In support of such a possibility, islet cell antibodies have been 
shown to block glucose-induced insulin release (117). Interleukin-1 can 
also cause loss of insulin response to glucose (118,119). It has been 
speculated that the newly described insulin inhibitory peptide called 
pancreastatin might be involved (120) but there is no evidence for this. 

6. Insulitis 
In the pancreas of patients with new-onset diabetes there is an 

infiltration of activated T lymphocytes expressing class II antigens. 
The cells, which surround and infiltrate islets, are mostly of the 
cytotoxic type but natural killer cells are also represented (121). 
Such infiltrations are characteristic of other forms of immune 
endocrinopathy. It is likely that these cells are the consequence of 
the autoimmune process rather than its cause. 
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Summary. Although conclusions must be considered tentative, the 
following represents my current views of the pathogenesis of Type 1 
diabetes. 

1. The primary genetic susceptibility gene is an altered D region 
molecule, sometimes DR, sometimes DQ and probably sometimes 
DP. Serologic and even RFLP assessments include normal, 
susceptible and resistant genes. 

2. In most cases the autoimmune process is initiated by the 
appearance of class II molecules bearing a susceptibility gene 
and thus capable of presenting one or more surface antigens as 
nonself. The induction of class II antigens may be 
environmental (viral, chemical) but could be purely genetic. 
Modulating factors probably involve polymorphisms of the T 
cell receptor or differences in immune effector response. 

3. The destruction of the beta cells is immune-mediated and 
involves both humoral and cellular effector areas. 

4. Explanation for the age of onset (first day of life to the 8th 
decade) and speed of development (few weeks to a decade) 
remains unknown. Possibilities include an intrinsic (genetic) 
biologic clock, repeated viral infections (whlch I doubt) or a 
smoldering autocatalytic sequence. For the latter case the 
scenario might run as follows: viral infection induces class 
II molecules on a few beta cells ~ attraction of cytotoxic and 
regulatory T lymphocytes which destroy class II bearing cells 
while releasing additional lymphokines ~ induction of class II 
molecules on an additional few percent of beta cells ~ etc. 
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III. CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS 

I want to draw 4 clinical implications from the discussion on 
pathogenesis. 

1. The classification of diabetes needs to be revised. Until 
recently it has been assumed that insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus 
develops according to a rapid course. As indicated in Figure 16 this is 
now known not to be true. There are both rapid and slow courses. 

Figure 16 
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In the typical rapid course, the patient develops symptoms quickly, often 
with ketoacidosis. In the slow course, depicted schematically in the 
left portion of Figure 16, this is not the case. The earliest sign of 
abnormality is the development of islet cell antibodies. This occurs at 
a time where there is no elevation of the blood sugar and glucose 
tolerance is normal. Insulin responses to a glucose load are intact. 
The patient then moves into a period where the only abnormality is 
decreased glucose tolerance. Fasting blood sugar remains normal. In the 
third stage fasting hyperglycemia develops but the patient does not 
develop ketosis even when poorly controlled. For all the world the 
clinical appearance is that of noninsulin-dependent diabetes mellitus. 
Eisenbarth has come to the same conclusion in his stages of diabetes 
shown in Figure 17. His stage 5 would be equivalent to our NIDDM. With 
time, however, insulin dependence appears and ketoacidosis may develop, 
especially with stress. 
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Figure Stages in the Development of Diabetes Mellitus. 
The stages of diabetes are listed from left to right, and hypotheti
cal beta-cell mass is plotted against age. 

It is highly likely that nonobese patients with noninsulin
dependent diabetes mellitus in fact have an autoimmune form of the 
disease on the slow course. For this reason, Unger and I have suggested 
a new classification of diabetes as shown in Figure 18. In this 
classification we use the terms insulin-dependent and noninsulin
dependent in the physiologic sense to indicate relative (NIDDM) and 
absolute (IDDM) insulin deficiency, the former being nonketoacidosis 
prone and the latter ketoacidosis prone. Type 1 and Type 2 are not 
synonyms for IDDM and NIDDM, but refer to pathogenetic mechanisms. 
Thus, Type 1 should only be used in association with diabetes when an 
autoimmune insulopathy is present. Non-destructive insulopathy should be 
called Type 2 disease. The characteristics of these conditions are shown 
in Table 12. 
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Figure 18 
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2. It should be possible to predict Type 1 diabetes in subjects 
at risk. By combining HLA typing , measuring islet cell antibodies and 
insulin (C peptide) response to intravenous glucose it is possible to 
identify with a moderate degree of certainty patients at risk for 
developing Type 1 diabetes (122-125). The identification is quite crude 
at present since the routine typing procedures available (HLA serologic 
assessment) are not precise as noted above . However, it should be 
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possible in the future to improve prediction rates above the current 
20-40% (HLA identical siblings) . Even now, however, the HLA markers and 
islet cell antibodies are useful i n identi f ying patients with Type 1 
NIDDM (Type 1 in evolution), especially in the middle aged or elderly 
(126,127). 

Caveat: the presence of islet cell antibodies in a patient at risk 
cannot be interpreted absolutely to mean that diabetes will follow 
because the process may abort and the antibodies clear (128,129). This 
is illustrated in Figure 19 where identical twins discordant for diabetes 
developed islet antibodies (black bars) then cleared them (hatched bars) 
without ever developing the disease. 

Figure 19 (ref 129) 
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3. Transplantation of the pancreas or isolated islets may be 
followed by re-enactment of the pathogenetic process. If Type 1 diabetes 
is an autoimmune process, then considerable concern should be expressed 
about the long term utility of islet cell or segmental pancreatic 
transplants. It would be predicted that transplantation of new tissue, 
particularly if from a living related donor, would reactivate the 
autoimmune process with subsequent destruction of the transplanted 
islets. Preliminary evidence from the University of Minnesota suggests 
that this is in fact the case as shown in Table 13. In this study four 
identical twins received segmental pancreatic transplants. Initial cure 
of diabetes occurred in all four. However, within four weeks three of 
the twins had a recurrence of diabetes, insulitis and the appearance of 
islet cell antibodies in the plasma . Biopsy of the transplanted pancreas 
showed no evidence of rejection. The fourth twin, who was on 
immunosuppression, did not redevelop diabetes and showed no evidence of 
either antibodies or insulitis. Although re-enactment might be less 
frequent with non-related donors (whose transplantation antigens would be 
more disparate), this is not certain. 
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Table 13 

Table REVERSAL AND RE-ENACTMENT OF TYPE 1 DIABETES IN PANCREAS TRANSPLANTED FROM A 
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4. It ought to be possible to prevent Type 1 diabetes. It should 
be possible to modulate the immune system in such a way as to prevent 
diabetes. The ideal time for such a modulation would be at the 
appearance of islet cell antibodies in the blood because they would 
indicate activation of the immune system. Supportive evidence for this 
conclusion comes from several protocols utilizing cyclosporine as 
immunosuppressant. In a large study of patients with new onset diabetes 
mellitus (most with ketoacidosis) the administration of cyclosporine 
reversed diabetes in over half of cases when given within the first 6 
weeks of diagnosis (130). After 6 weeks reversal did not occur. 
Disappearance of diabetes persisted for up to 18 months, but 
hyperglycemia immediately returned when cyclosporine was stopped . Other 
studies have not reported the same degree of remission. Since 
cyclosporine is a dangerous drug predisposing to the development of 
tumors of the lymph system and causing kidney damage when given in high 
doses, it would not seem desirable for use in long-term prevention (131). 
However, if immune intervention was begun prior to any overt beta cell 
damage, it is possible that milder immune modulation might prevent 
diabetes. One possibility would be several months treatment with 
cyclosporine followed by a switch to less toxic immunosuppression as is 
used in rheumatoid arthritis or kidney transplants. Indeed, azathioprine 
has been shown to induce remission in some patients (132). 

For the future efforts should be directed at more specific 
interventions, designed to attack vulnerable points in the pathogenetic 
mechanism. For example, if the major inducing antigens on the beta cell 
can be identified it might be possible to develop a protecting peptide 
analogous to "peptide T" (a peptide with homology to VIP) which prevents 
attachment of the HIV (AIDS) virus to its target cell by blocking the T4 
antigen (133). Another approach might be development of modifying 
peptides or antibodies for class II molecules, regulatory or effector T 
cells. Although such speculations have an aura of "star war" molecular 
biology, they may in fact prove possible. 
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